
Governance Committee Meeting – 18.10.2021
Attendance: EM (JCR Chair), AB (SRO), AW (President), KM (VP), MB
(Stool), ML (JRO), AF (JRO), MF (JRO)

Apologies:

Absent:

Location: Alf’s House

Motions
Facilities Restructure (MF)

Motion withdrawn

LGBTQ+ (CH)

EM: Scrapping the JCR resolves as the society is governed by the Standing Orders and
mandates me to change them, it is just a bit redundant. I don't expect it to be controversial
now

MF: Why was it so controversial before?

EM: Some people were against it because the Q stands for queer and people used that word
as slur

AW: Unless someone amends it to become something else like LGBTQIA+, then it will be a
big argument

EM: A long name is not a good enough reason not to change it. I love motion beef. I just love
the drama Mick! We inspected it last time so I’m happy

*No further governance issues*

PGM President  (KM)

EM: I don’t think JS is a president. He is a King

AW: Don't like the title of the motion, we are not an MCR though so not changing it to MCR
President. I think this is good as I always have to refer to him as MCR President otherwise
people don’t understand anyway

EM: I don't have covid
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*No further governance issues*

MAS (JN)

AW: JN is my king. Why is HR proposer?

KM: JN can’t make the meeting

EM: Short a seconder though

AB: I love Jazz

MB: I will second

*No further governance issues*

Assistant Librarian as Method II (AW)

MB: Will moving it make a difference to who applies for librarian as method II

AB: No, don’t think so

*No further governance issues*

Elections
Bar Liaison (MP)

AW: Miles from what a manifesto should be, it should fit on one side of A4. Missing
signature, crest, and picture

MB: Poster is short and sweet

EM: Prefect at school, almost as bad as charismatic

AB: I included both of those

KM: Embarrassing from you AB

AW: You have to include ‘I love Cuth’s’

EM: You can do it tenderly

*Weird looks*
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KM: Poster needs a signature no?

AW: It looks better without though, minimalist

*No further governance issues*

Best Frep Team

EM: What do we think about method IV for the best frep team?

AW: I am not against it

KM: Team Maxim is the best frep team

AB: I won’t win :(

KM: Tru

Social

EM: I want to make 40l of the brownie bomber

AOB
AB: KM scares me

EM: Founders day is on Monday, we should go for lunch or dinner in the Market Tavern.
Idea is we were founded over pints at market tavern

AW: I heard that

EM: I will email EA to ask. They do 20% off for students

AB does not know where Palace Green is

MB: Raffle?

EM: We have about £10 for the budget. Maybe I will find alcohol in poundland or savers

AW: I need a new laptop

EM: MB you will help me running the raffle
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